We demonstrate photonic generation of chirped microwave pulses (CMPs) using an integrated distributed Fabry-Pérot cavity (DFPC) in silicon-on-insulator as a spectral shaper. The DPFC is based on a pair of spatially offset chirped Bragg gratings and has a response with varying free spectral range. The spectral shaper is used to filter broadband pulses from a mode-locked fiber laser, and CMPs are obtained at the output of a photodetector following a wavelength-to-time mapping process in a dispersive medium. We generate CMPs with a central frequency of up to 20 GHz, a radio-frequency (RF) chirp of 0.012 GHz/ps, and a time-bandwidth product of 14.5.
Introduction
Chirped microwave pulses (CMPs) have been used widely in various applications, including spread spectrum communications, microwave remote sensing, and microwave computed tomography [1] . While such waveforms can be generated in the electronic domain, their bandwidths, chirp, and central frequencies are limited by the sampling rate of digital electronics. On the other hand, photonic generation of CMPs offers the possibility of achieving central frequencies of tens to hundreds of GHz as well as significant values of chirp, thereby supporting tens of Gigahertz of bandwidth. Indeed, a number of approaches such as direct space-to-time pulse shaping [2] , temporal pulse shaping [3] , and optical spectral shaping followed by wavelength-to-time mapping [4] - [11] have been used to generate CMPs.
Of the different approaches, optical spectral shaping followed by wavelength-to-time mapping is straightforward to implement. The typical system involves a broadband pulsed source, e.g., a mode-locked fiber laser, a spectral shaper, and a dispersive medium. The spectral shaper modifies the spectrum of the broadband pulses, typically in amplitude only, and the shaped spectrum then propagates through the dispersive medium where a wavelength-to-time mapping process takes place, i.e., the shape of the spectrum is mapped to the time domain. The resulting temporal signal corresponds to the microwave waveform which is detected by a photodetector. The key component in the system is the spectral shaper. It must generate the desired amplitude spectrum which ultimately corresponds to the desired microwave waveform. Many different all-fiber spectral shapers have been developed, including a distributed Fabry-Pérot cavity (DFPC) based on spatially offset linearly chirped fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) [9] , a specially designed linearly chirped FBG [10] , or a Sagnac loop incorporating a linearly chirped FBG [11] .
In the past few years, there has been an increasing emphasis on developing integrated components and subsystems to realize microwave photonic signal processing functions. This has been motivated by the need to address outstanding issues such as compactness, stability, and reliability of so-called "microwave photonic signal processing engines." While integrated microwave photonic devices and subsystems in silicon-on-insulator (SOI), chalcogenide (ChG), and III-V materials have been demonstrated (see [12] for an overview), SOI is of particular interest due to its compatibility with CMOS technology and processing. Recently, Khan et al. proposed an integrated spectral shaper based on 8 cascaded microring resonators in SOI [13] . By tuning the resonant wavelengths and coupling strengths of each microring resonator through the use of Mach-Zehnder structures and microheaters, full reconfiguration of the spectral shaper is possible, i.e., at the output port, the wavelengths and amplitudes of the spectral "slices" from each microring can be controlled. Using this integrated device to shape the broadband pulses from a passively mode-locked laser, CMPs with a central frequency of 8 GHz and a radio-frequency (RF) chirp of 0.008 GHz/ps were synthesized. Zhang et al. reported an integrated spectral shaper in SOI based on cascading microring resonators in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [14] . The radii of the microrings differ substantially to provide a large difference in the spectral separation between the microring responses, thereby allowing the generation of CMPs with an RF chirp as large as 0.017 GHz/ps. However, due to the limited number of cascaded microrings, the resulting CMPs comprised only a few cycles (in the time domain), which may restrict their practicality in a number of applications.
In this paper, we present an integrated version of the DFPC in SOI. The Bragg gratings in the integrated DFPC are based on a sidewall corrugations [15] and the chirp is obtained by inducing a linear variation in waveguide width [16] . The integrated DPFC has a spectral response with varying free spectral range (FSR) and we use it to generate CMPs with a central frequency of up to 20 GHz, an RF chirp of 0.012 GHz/ps, and a time-bandwidth product (TBWP) of 14.5. Furthermore, due to the large number of spectral slices in the DFPC response, the corresponding CMPs have a large number of cycles which allows for a reasonable compression ratio of 12. The DFPC comprises two oppositely and linearly chirped Bragg gratings that are separated spatially by a length L offset . The Bragg gratings are based on sidewall corrugations with a depth ÁW ; the linear chirp is induced using a linear taper of the waveguide width. The specifications are the following: the nominal grating period is Ã ¼ 315 nm; the number of periods in each grating is 500, corresponding to a grating length of 157.5 m; the corrugation depth ÁW ¼ 10 nm; and the waveguide width W varies linearly from 500 nm to 520 nm (or 520 nm to 500 nm) from one end of the grating to the other, giving rise to an estimated grating chirp C $ 12:2 nm/mm.
Design of the Integrated DPFC
The wavelength-dependent FSR of the DFPC is [9] FSRðÞ
where n eff is the effective index of the waveguide, and 0 is the starting wavelength. For a fixed grating chirp C, the value of L offset determines the FSR (at a given wavelength). In our experiments, we consider two values of offsetVL offset ¼ 307:5 m and 457.5 mVto obtain a reasonable number of spectral slices within the bandwidth of interest. Vertical grating couplers (VGCs) are used to couple light into and out of the integrated spectral shaper and are optimized for TE mode operation. The fiber-to-fiber insertion loss is $25 dB and each VGC introduces $10 dB loss. We use the reflection response which is extracted through a Y-branch splitter/combiner. The insertion loss of the DFPC itself is $5 dB which includes the splitting loss of the Y-branch as well as propagation losses. The total dimensions of the integrated spectral shapers are 720 m Â 70 m. The devices are fabricated at the University of Washington Nanofabrication Facility using electron beam lithography with a single full etch.
The spectral responses in reflection are shown in Fig. 2 . Clearly, the FSR at a given wavelength is smaller for the integrated spectral shaper having larger L offset and in both cases, the FSR increases with increasing wavelength detuning from 0 . Fig. 3 shows our experimental setup for generating CMPs. A femtosecond mode-locked laser that produces broadband pulses at a repetition rate of 20 MHz is used as the input optical signal. The pulses propagate through $5 km of single-mode fiber (SMF) before being filtered using the integrated spectral shaper. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are used to compensate for system losses. An optical bandpass filter restricts the operating wavelength range from 1544 nm to 1560 nm and reduces some of the amplified spontaneous emission noise from the EDFAs. Typically, optical spectral shaping is performed first, followed by wavelengthto-time mapping in the dispersive medium; however, the linearity of the system allows for their order to be interchanged without impacting the results (it is also possible to realize both processes simultaneously, as demonstrated in [10] ). The generated CMPs are detected using an optical sampling module with 30 GHz bandwidth connected to a communication signal analyzer (CSA) operating in sample mode with a persistence time of 200 ms. The instantaneous RF frequency of the CMPs can be approximated by the following expression [9] :
Experimental Setup and Results
where D is the dispersion of the dispersive element used for wavelength-to-time mapping. The corresponding RF chirp is
If we consider a fixed dispersive medium, the RF chirp depends only on the grating chirp C. If further, we consider a given grating chirp C, the spatial offset L offset between the two gratings will determine the central frequency of the CMP at t ¼ 0.
The generated CMPs along with the extracted instantaneous frequency vs. time are shown in (2) and (3). We attribute these differences due to uncertainty in estimating the grating chirp C and fabrication errors/limitations. First, we estimate the effective chirp in the grating period using the measured reflection response and the simulated values of effective indices. However, this calculation overestimates the actual grating chirp as the reflection bandwidth is typically greater than the simple difference between the Bragg wavelengths at the two ends of the chirped grating [a smaller value of C will increase the instantaneous RF frequency at the pulse center, as well as the RF chirp, per (2) and (3)]. Second, fabrication errors/limitations will cause the fabricated devices to have parameters that differ from the design specifications. However, the measurements verify the general trends that changing L offset will impact the central frequency (the central frequency is higher for the integrated DFPC with a larger L offset ) and not the RF chirp (the values are approximately the same in both cases).
The overall duration of the envelopes of the CMPs are $1100 ps giving rise to estimated TBWPs of 13.3 and 14.5. Fig. 4 also shows the compressed pulses, which are obtained by calculating the autocorrelation traces of the measured CMPs. The full-width half-maximum durations of the compressed pulses are 120 ps and 50 ps for L offset ¼ 307:5 m and 457.5 m, respectively, which result in pulse compression ratios of 9 and 12. In principle, the only difference in the CMPs generated by the two integrated DFPCs should be in the central frequencies as the RF chirps and TBWPs should be same. However, variations from fabrication cause differences in the grating chirps and reflection bandwidths and, correspondingly, differences in the RF chirps and TBWPs. Note that the larger pulse compression ratio is obtained using the integrated DFPC with a larger L offset which produces a greater number of spectral slices (and hence, cycles in the time domain waveform [7] ).
Summary and Conclusion
We have designed and demonstrated an integrated DFPC in SOI for use as a spectral shaper for the photonic generation of CMPs. As a proof-of-concept, we generated CMPs with a central frequency of 20 (15) GHz, an RF chirp of 0.012 (0.011) GHz/ps, a TBWP of 14.5 (13.3), and a pulse compression ratio of 12 (9) . The compression ratio can be enhanced further by increasing L offset to generate more spectral slices (i.e., more cycles in the time domain waveform) and by increasing the TBWP [7] . The TBWP depends on the RF bandwidth and the duration of the envelope of the CMP (denoted ÁT ). The RF bandwidth depends on the RF chirp and ÁT , while ÁT depends on the reflection bandwidth of the DFPC and the dispersion D of the medium used for wavelength-to-time mapping. The reflection bandwidth of the DFPC in turn depends on the grating chirp C and length (denoted L g ). Thus, making use of (2), we can show that the TBWP depends only on C and L g [11] :
To increase the TBWP, we can increase the grating chirp and/or length; both can be done readily (within constraints such as a specified dimension/area for the device). However, we must ensure that the reflection bandwidth remains small enough for a linear wavelength-to-time mapping (e.g., to avoid the impact of dispersion slope in the SMF). Generally speaking, these are the same design considerations regardless of whether the DFPC is implemented using FBGs or waveguide gratings. It may be possible to integrate the entire optical spectral shaping followed by wavelength-totime mapping system into a single chip by taking advantage of SOI building blocks currently available. For example, chirped Bragg gratings in SOI have been demonstrated that provide several hundred ps of delay over a few nm of bandwidth [16] . Larger values of dispersion, though, are typically required for wavelength-to-time mapping; in this case, some form of loop configuration may be necessary [17] . Large bandwidth germanium photodetectors integrated on SOI waveguide are also available [18] , [19] to process CMPs with high central frequencies and large RF chirp. Finally, optical losses need to be reduced further to eliminate the need for optical amplification. To this end, broadband VGCs spanning over 60 nm with a coupling loss as low as 1.74 dB have been realized [20] . By combining our DFPC with the aforementioned building blocks, an integrated system for generating CMPs can be realized in which only a pulsed broadband source is required as the optical input. 
